anr

eology Talk

)

rge Dunne, an SJS gradte now doing graduate
ork at Rice University, will
speak to the Geology Department on "Tectonics of the
Eastern Mojave Desert as
seen from the Devil’s Playground" today, at noon in
Duncan Hall 306. The talk is
open to the public.

tan Datil

Author
Dr. Richard Armour, author
of more than 40 books, including "It All Started With
Ese," w ill speak tonight at 8
p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium. The lecture is free to
the public.
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Speizer Award Denied;
Ferryman Life Member

PRODUCTIVE YEARNewly-elected Associated Students
President Mike Buck met with A.S. council members as a

body for the first time yesterday and stressed his hope the upcoming year in student government will be a productive one.
Daily photo by Carlo Brusaschetti

By CELESTE ZUFFI
Daily Political Writer
Once again, an attempt to give ex Associated Students Vice -President
Terry Speizer lifolime membership in
the A.S. has failed.
At yesterday’s meeting, however,
council voted to give life membership to
ex -executive Vice -President Jim
Ferryman.
Councilman Rick Biloti introduced
the motion through a memorandum
which stated "although a loser to
some," Ferryman is "a most accomplished winner."
When Councilman Rudy Leonardi
suggested Speizer’s name also be added
to the recommendation, council voted
to go into an executive ( closed ) session
to discuss the personalities involved.
When council reconvened, it voted 712-0 against Speizer, and 16-0-3 in favor
of Ferryman.
LANGAN VETO
Speizer was given lifetime membership by last year’s council three weeks
ago. The following week ex-A.S. Presi-

’Opportunism’ Charges

McLemore Reappointed
By GENE McHONE
Daily Political Writer
John McLemore, vice presidential
candidate of the recently defeated
Spectrum ’71 slate, has been reappointed legislative analyst by newly
elected A.S. President Mike Buck.
In this role, McLemore will observe
and report on the progress of bills originating in the state capital that con-

cern SJS. He held the same position
during Bill Langan’s administration.
Because of his involvement with
Spectrum ’71 and its obvious opposition
to Buck, Mcl.emore has been criticised
for "selling out," "back stabbing," and
with furthering his own personal ambitions.
Jim Ferryman who headed the Spectrum ’71 slate as its presidential candi-

date had sharp comments on the matter
saying, "John Mcl.emore is a political
opportunist who has compromised the
Spectrum platform."
He also added that McLemore
"lacks ( political ) integrity, and probably accepted the appointment before
the election was over. This lack of integrity also reflects on the Buck administration."

Huge March on Capitol Planned
To Demand Legislative Action
An expected 25,000 persons will
march on the capitol in Sacramento
Saturday, in an effort to present seven
demands to the state legislature.
According to Paula Chan, office coordinator for the California Federation of
Teachers ( CF of T1, the march is being
’,sponsored by the AFL-CIO. Among
union sponsors are the American
Federation of State County and Municipal Employees ( AFSCME ), the Service Employees International Union,
and the Transport Workers Union.
Miss Chan stated that the seven
"demands to be presented are:
Adequate financing for public
education at all levels.

Collective bargaining for teachers
and public employees.
Fair and reasonable tax reforms to
pay for the programs based on a
person’s ability to pay.
State aid to all educational institutions implementing affirmative
action, minority hiring and school integration programs.
Restoration of all staff cut backs at
all educational levels in California.
Elimination of all tuition.
Preservation and strengthening of
all existing tenure laws.
The march will begin at 11 a.m. on the
Capital Mall, Third and Fourth streets
in Sacramento. Winding its way

through Sacramento, the march will
conclude with a rally on the steps of the
Capitol Building.
Key speakers will include Sen.
George Moscone ID-San Francisco),
Assemblyman Bill Greene i D -Los
Angeles) and Assemblyman Ken
Meade of Oakland.

However, McLeinore in denying that
he is playing partisan politics said,
-The election is over and we I Spectrum
’71) lost, and there’s no reason why we
should try to stop Buck’s administration. The alternative is to try to put
in an input of our own into the Buck
administration. Over 2,000 students
voted for our ticket, and I want to continue to represent them. With a twoway dialogue, I’m sure positive results
can come about."
By this, McLemore meant that he
would try to initiate some of the Spectrum ’71 program while serving with
Buck, and was optimistic that he could
do so.
In regards to that, Buck stated, "Any
program that will benefit the student
body will be incorporated."
He went on to explain that he sees
nothing wrong with appointing someone
who actively campaigned against his
election.
"That was two weeks ago," he said,
-It’s over. John’s a good man. He’s
sharp and I can use him. He had this
position before and he proved his competency so I see no reason why he
should be replaced."

dent Bill Langan vetoed the move because he felt Speizer didn’t deserve this
award.
When the proposition was brought
before council yesterday it was again
voted down.
Earlier in the meeting, newly -elected
A.S. Vice -President and council chairman Steve Takakuwa suggested council reconsider giving Speizer this award
but the idea fizzled when no member
would make the proper motion.
During the time allotted at council
meetings for a presidents report, A.S.
President Mike Buck submitted a
memorandum to council concerning
recent A.S. appointments.
BUCK RECOMMENDS
Buck recommended council members "leave your political ideologies at
home because the problems that face
student council face all students."
In speaking with SJS President John
H. Bunzel earlier in the week, Buck reported to council yesterday that Bunzel
would not cooperate with last years
council because he felt they were playing games.
Buck said he hopes student council
and the executive branch can avoid the
-factionalism" that was present in the
last administration. Addressing council
Buck said, "I’m willing to compromise
with you, I hope you’ll reciprocate."
Since his election last week, Buck has
dismissed certain individuals active in
the previous administration. Buck
assured council yesterday this was not
done because he was "house-cleaning,"
but because he wanted to restructure
the Executive branch.
EXECUTIVE POSITIONS
Buck has appointed the following
persons to executive positions: Terry
Speizer, executive assistant; Kathy
Southwick, executive assistant; and
Earl Reason and Marty Pastula, assistants. John McLemore, who was A.S.
legislative analyst in I.angan’s
administration will continue in that
capacity with Buck’s administration.
In his report, Buck told council the
A.S. Constitution as well as other Acts
need to he rewritten. Buck relayed his
intention to keep in touch with members during the summer and to supply
them with A.S. documents to look over
so they can be rewritten and revised
before the next student body General
Election.
OFFICE HOURS
Buck encouraged members to hold
office hours so that students could meet
and talk with them.
Former A.S. councilman David Kra wits was temporarily appointed council

parliamentarian. A roll call vote by
council approved Krawitz 13-1-6.
Newly -elected A.S. Treasurer Nick
Pezzaniti has called a special allocations meeting for 1 p.m. Tuesday in
council chambers.
Council voted in favor of Matt Cusimano as vice-chairman of council,
Rudy I.eonardi as election board chairman, and Bryan Flaherty as budget
committee chairman.
Members on the finance, campus
policy, and external policy committees
were also approved.
OTHER ACTION
In other action council:
Listened to Jim Zuur, a graduate
assistant at the SJS Placement Center
who explained the centers intention to
"open new areas of employment for
students."
This program called "New Life Vocations" will provide information to students interested in areas other than
traditional employment.
This includes, information for students who want to be self-employed,
services for increasing numbers of
liberal arts and humanities majors,
ecology, environmental studies, volunteer employment and others.

Marine Prof
To Direct
Fish Agency
Dr. John P. Harvill, professor of biological and marine sciences at SJS is a
man who likes to be near the water. It is
no wonder, then that he has recently
been named executive director of the
Pacific Marine Fisheries Commission
in Portland Oregon.
Currently Dr. Harvill, who holds
degrees from SJS and Stanford University, is instructing at Moss Landing
laboratories near Monterey. He will
assume his new duties in July.
According to the Science Department, this is just one of the many grants
Dr. Harvill has received to study fisheries biology. He has been director of
the Sea Grant program at Moss Landing since its beginning in 1966.
Taking over Dr. Harvill’s Moss
Landing duties will be Dr. Robert
Arm!.

Weekend Fakes Bring
Dead Campus to Life
By DONNA PEREIRA
Daily Staff Writer
More and more people are finding out
that SJS isn’t completely dead on the
weekends.
Last weekend, in fact, an estimated
1500 students and members of the San
Jose community enjoyed the fun, frolic
and food of the second SJS Spring Pleasure Faire in the College Union area.
The Pleasure Faire, which will continue for the remaining two weekends
in May, was originally started through
the efforts of Dr. Milton Andersen’s
Social Psychology class. It was designed to "bring together all of the
different factions on campus, and to
liven up SJS on weekends," according
to Dolores Chapman, a member of the
class.
This weekend, Gavin Arthur, a wellknown San Francisco astrologer, and
Gary Lyte, the astrologer for KOME
radio station in San Jose, will lead a
discussion in the College Union Pacifica
Room from 1 to 4 p.m.
The time for the faire had previously
been from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. It is now
noon to 6 p.m., according to Miss
Chapman.
Booths are still available from the
Flea Market Association on the lower
level in the College Union. The phone
number is 289-1970, and the price of
booths range from $I to 63, she stated.
A Porsch will be on display in the (’ollege Union where raffle tickets for the
1), car will be sold, Miss Chapman said.

Produce will also be sold at near
wholesale prices, and as part of the
Spring Pleasure Faire, the SJS gyms
will be open for anyone to play volleyball, basketball, swim and enjoy indoor
activities. The gyms will be under the
supervision of a recreation class taught
by SJS instructor Nancy Barbour.
Leather goods, candles, clothing,
macrame and antiques will be on display this weekend, as they were previous weekdends,along with live music
and rock bands.
Booth holders come from as far away
as Sausalito to display their crafts.
With tools and equipment beside them,
they will sometimes make up a customer’s order right there, or will stop
their work to chat with any interested
onlooker.
All members of Dr. Andersen’s class,
as well as members of his other classes,
participate in the Pleasure Faire by
selling food, cleaning up, or manning
booths. "Our class got interested in the
project and found out the original class
needed some help, so that’s what we’ve
been doing," explained one of his
students.
Ted Weisgal, another member of Dr.
Andersen’s class, expects a greater
number of people to visit the faire this
weekend because "our publicity has
just been word of mouth and the school
newspaper, but we’re planning on
sending out a large number of leaflets
novi. to publicize the event."

CLEVER FINGERSMacrame, a craft that is done entirely by tying knots, can
be exacting and time consuming, hut the finished product is often beautiful and
unique. The Pleasure Faire which runs again this Friday and Saturday and next

weekend, gives Denny Honsa the opportunity to show others her craft and offers
her the chance to sell macrame objects that she has made.
Daily photo hy D.J. Salvatore
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Editorials

’Stop the Stifling’
The 120 electrical engineering students, who signed a petition in support of
Dr. Jack Kurzweil, should be commended for finally translating their convictions into action. The students requested a faculty position be reserved for Dr.
Kurzweil next fall.
The action came after U.S. District Court Judge Alfonso Zirpoli denied an
injunction to prevent Chancellor Glenn Dumke from refusing tenure for the
electrical engineering professor. Dr. Kurzweil is thus under the pressure of
having to win a suit he has initiated against the chancellor before the fall
semester. The engineering students are merely asking that in the event Dr.
Kurzweil should be vindicated in court, Dr. Kurzweil should not then be denied
his teaching position because of a lack of vacancies.
Hopefully, Department Chairman Edward Anderson will not take the students’ petition lightly. Such a move would be an indication of the department’s
confidence and belief in Dr. Kurzweil, both as a valuable asset to the electrical
engineering program and as a man persecuted as a fellow traveler.
Dr. Kurzweil received a recommendation for tenure from both his department’s and the school’s tenure committees. Dr. Hobert Burns, then acting
president, reversed his decision to overrule the committees’ recommendations, but was in turn overruled himself when the chancellor intervened to
block tenure approval.
Chancellor Dumke justified his decision by pointing to Dr. Kurzweil’s supposedly anemic publishing credits in professional journals, but he conveniently failed to recall that while some professors are granted tenure with only
a master’s degree, Dr. Kurzweil had completed his doctorate.
In his suit, Dr. Kurzweil claims that the chancellor has infringed upon his
civil rights by actually denying his tenure request on the basis of his political
beliefs and those of his wife, admitted Communist Bettina Aptheker. Although
Chancellor Dumke is legally within his rights as chancellor to make such a
decision, it has always seemed more than just a little suspicious that he should
rely on a technicality in reversing the decisions by all those below him in
regards to Dr. Kurzweil.
If Dr. Kurzweil should present his case adequately and be successful in
obtaining an injunction against the chancellor, his victory could be the
fulcrum needed to dislodge the chancellor from the archaic and immovable
position which he uses to stifle the state college system.

’Aborted’ Housin
One thing you can always say about SJS is that at least it’s consistent.
SJS is woefully lacking in married student housing, just as it is in parking
spaces, classroom equipment, and just about everything else.
SJS now has room for only 148 couples in an architectural abortion known as
Spartan City.
The college provides room for more than 1,000 unmarried students in the
seven residence halls. Obviously the thousands of married students at SJS are
being discriminated against.
The housing that now exists around the campus is not at all suitable for the
needs of young couples. Most do not have yards for children to play in and the
laundry facilities are usually inadequate.
The outrageous rents in the campus area also effectively keep married students out. Most couples, particularly those with children, cannot take in roommates. They cannot divide the $130-$200 rent and must pay it all themselves.
Last fall, the City of San Jose demolished all the buildings on Third and
Fourth streets between San Fernando and San Carlos streets as part of an
urban renewal project. As yet, nothing has been built on the land.
The San Jose Redevelopment Agency has been tossing about a number of
ideas on what to do with this land, which is part of the San Antonio Plaza
Project.
The agency recently scrapped plans to build high-rise dormitory-type housing for single students.
We urge the City of San Jose to recognize the critical need for married
student housing and design apartments with couples in mind.
The city and the college should encourage married students to go to college,
rather than putting roadblocks in their way.

Reach for an End
Any legislation concerning the draft takes into its domain the lives of thousands of young men whose existence may never be the same once they’re
touched by the military.
With this somber reality in mind, we reluctantly urge U.S. senators to pass a
compromise plan in determining the outcome of extending the draft beyond
June 30.
The present proposal might add two year postponement to an end of the
draft system. We think this plan, championed by Sen. John Stennis, a Vietnam
hawk, is just as unacceptable as is his insignificant willingness to reduce the
draft continuance to only one year in the hope of attracting the votes of dovish
senators.
But there is still a need for a vastly scaled down draft until an all volunteer
army can be created.
Thus, we also reject legislation offered by Sen. Mark Hatfield to end the
draft on June 30. Rather, there is another alternative which avoids imposing
the draft for longer than is necessary. The Selective Service system should be
allowed to induct only 100,000 more men for the next year.
This limitation, authorities belief, will be adequate since the Pentagon
anticipates a draft level possibly below the 100,000 mark. Troop reduction
from Vietnam also lowers the need for troops procured from the draft.
In the meantime, we urge Congress to continue establishing the guidelines
for an all volunteer army. The first step is to begin dismantling the draft.

Letters To The Editor

Give; Take; Chicanos; ’Prude’
’First Class’
Editor:
Even though a relatively small number
of students participated in the recent
Associated Students elections, there
was still plenty of work for those students who were responsible for the
’mechanics’’ of those elections. I am
referring to the Election Board; these
students attempted to do an adequate
job under almost unbelievable pressure.
They should be publicly acknowledged
and commended for their work. The
realization that Act 24 should be
changed hopefully will linger long
enough for some positive action to be
taken prior to any politicking for next
years balloting.
To those students that failed to
remember to vote its your campus,
too. If you wait to act or react until your
cubicle is threatened, you and I both
know that it will probably be too late.
One candidate was referring to the
fact that students are sometimes considered as second class citizens. How
many of us fail to take pride in our
education and in our institution; putting
ourselves, as students, first, as one
popular ad states?We will never be first
’nss citizens as students until we can
oLcept that fact ourselves.
It is too easy to gripe about classes,
professors and the -hassles- of getting
through. Is that all we are doing? Getting through? Are some of us like
speeding trains passing through the
countryside never stopping to look and
see or to catch some of the suns’ rays,
(or stopping to see many problems and
getting rained upon)? We seem to just
keep on going toward that "tunnel" of
our own that protects us from other
people and ideas; if that is the case,
what are we on a college campus for? If
we are not here to share, experience,
learn and give in a real way, then what
is this educational process for?
In our own minds if each of us is not
willing to do this, but merely to "get
through," we have no business calling
ourselves students. Maybe that is why
many of us do not consider ourselves as
students first because we hove no
reason to be on this or any other
campus, if we are not willing to give and
take and participate and learn in a real
way with real people who are students
and professors - first class.
John Nichols
A.S. D06262

’One Fifth’
Editor:
If the figure Vernon Robinson quoted
in Monday’s "Chicano Soul" is correct,
that there are approximately five million
Chicanos in the state of California, then I
would like to churn a few ideas in on
effort to provide some illumination onto
the American myth of justice and fair
play.
The last time I counted, the state
assembly had 80 members and the
Senate had 40. It would only seem fair
and just to say that a minority group, a
conquered minority at that, that comprises at least one fifth of the state’s
population should also be able to lay
claim to one fifth of the legislative
offices offered for election, which in the
legislature is 24, instead of only 3. The
fact that Chicanos are an urban people
and tend to stick together makes the
lack of this reality seem almost incredible, if it weren’t true.
Accepting this as truth, then one
thought instantly springs to mind. Is it
that Chicanos are stupid? Not only ignorant but stupid too? Have they been
insidiously propagandized into believing

the crap that the Anglo says about them
to the point that they’re ashamed of
being of Mexican ancestry? Apparently
that’s exactly what our present elected
officials would have us believe. Our
leaders. So they con maintain their positions of power and attitudes of superiority over the Chicano and the other exploited poor.
Just think of it. One fifth of the entire
population is Chicano.
And here everyone is making a big
deal about the 1,000 Chicanos the LOP
has at State. I’m not knocking the
program, it puts the beans on my table
too. But the fact is that we should have
5,000 Chicanos at State. That’s equal to
one fifth of the population. Why
shouldn’t we have our share? What’s
going on? Is everybody stupid?
Fortunato Velasquez

Objection
Editor:
I object to the Spartan Daily giving the
auspiciousness of a Staff Comment
column to articles from staff members
writing of things they know nothing
about. I am speaking of Tuesday’s Staff
Comment by Mingo Mazzei.
Does Mazzei have any qualifications
that enable her to make these brutal
statements? How did she determine that
’the artist had a confused mind;" or that
the art was "cold, senseless, and totally
ugly:- or that the exhibit’s satire was
totally unnecessary;- or even that the
art wasn’t so far ahead of her abilities of
conception that she was unable to grasp
the significance of it?
I will be glad to consider her opinions
if she has some standing as an art critic.
But, if she is just another prude that’s
upset because her antediluvian values
hove been upset, let her write her complaints in the Letters to the Editor
Column,
Michael Rogers
Mass Communications Dept.
C01857

Staff Comment

Worth More
By TIM OSTERMAN
If Wayne Morse is indicative of the
quality of speaker who will serve in the
upcoming series of visiting scholars, that
program could easily evolve into an extremely rewarding program both on an
intellectual and entertainment basis.
During his two days here the 70-yearold former senator from Oregon exhibited an unending energy. He delivered
six lectures to individual classes, participated in an open seminar, gave a press
conference and presented a major lecture.
These engagements constituted
approximately 13 hours of speaking to
students. For his time and energy Morse
received $1750. Not a bad price, but
considering the school paid $1500 for
Stokely Carmichael and $1000 for Jane
Fonda, who spoke for 2 hours combined,
Morse might have been wcrth a little
more.

While at SJS Morse resided in West
Hall and said he preferred to live in a
dorm when he visited a college campus.
Morse even commented that he enjoyed
the food when eating in the Dining Commons, Although I’m not one, some
people feel this must be either total
dedication or a true politician at work.
Whatever, the visiting scholar program should give students an opportunity to not only see, but meet on a personal basis, some extremely influential
and important people. Hopefully it will
not fall by the wayside.

By Martha 0 Connell
On April 23. the annual three day
Western Regional Convention of Young
Americans for Freedom opened. What
began as a typical get-together of YAF
delegates from six Western states,
ended up as the beginning of a boomlet
to draft Ronald Reagan for the Republican nomination for President in 1972.
The evening began with a dinner
which had been billed as -a salute to
George Murphy: with the former
Senator and Governor and Mrs. Reagan
in attendance. The governor was scheduled to deliver a short address praising
his old time friend and political colleague, chairman of California YAF,
William Saracino, made a flowery introduction, the last part of which said that
nationally known as Mr. Conservative
and Mr. Republican, and now it was time
to push for the day when he would be
called -Mr. President."
The enthusiastic crowd of diehard
conservatives cheered ecstatically. I felt
rather conspicuous as I clapped politely,
wondering if we were to have 1964 all
over again.
The next day a resolution was passed
with only two dissenting votes to urge
the governor to run for President.
It is not so much the idea of Reagan as
President that bothers me, as the utter
lack of contact with political reality
which most of the youthful delegates
showed.
The attack on Nixon was absurd. The
President was bitterly condemned for
his support of the "socialist" family
assistance plan, a plan also supported
by the foremost conservative economist
in the United States, Milton Friedman. To
call Richard Nixon a socialist shows a
lack of knowledge about Nixon, socialism or both.
The unconcern with the effect
Reagan’s challenge to on incumbent
President would have on the Republican
Party was irresponsible. There seemed
to be no thought to the outcome of such
a try by Reagan, a bitterly divided
Republican party. We already saw such a
division between conservative and
moderate Republicans in 1964.
After that overwhelming defeat there
was some question of how the party
could ever pull itself together in the near
future. But it did. In 1968, with Richard
Nixon at its head, it captured the White
House.
Also disturbing was the candidate the
young conservatives wanted as vice
president, James L. Buckley, a freshman
senator from a third party ticket with no
prior experience in government. There
was no serious consideration of balancing the ticket, there was only an emotional response based on ideology.
Thankfully, Reagan had enough sense
to quickly and unequivocally remind the
delegates that "we already have a
candidate,"
Such a response was, of course, to be
expected. Any other would have hurt
the governor politically. The Republican
party is not dissatisfied with the President enough to tolerate a flank attack by
Reagan at this point.
At the risk of bringing down the wrath
of my fellow YAF’ers, I would remind
hem that a Richard Nixon is far better
than an Edmund Muskie or a George
McGovern. Seven years ago we placed
idology above practicality. Let’s learn
from our mistake.
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Morse Foresees
Senator Blasts Nixon New Candidate

News Review

Calls For Vietnam Withdrawl

Center Open
Compiled From Associated Press
AN FRANCISCOThe San Francisco Center for Legal
Abortion is open for business.
For $300, a fixed charge, a woman in the first three months
of pregnancy will receive a preabortion physical, processing
for hospital therapeutic abortion committee approval, the
operation itself, and post abortion care.
The center, in the planning stage for six months, opened its
doors Tuesday. The center is reportedly the first of its kind in
the Western United States.
Dr. Donald Minkler, medical director of the center, told
newsmen the $300 cost might be lowered as the facility, now
privately financed, becomes a self-supporting, non-profit
institution.
Minkler said the center expects to handle 150 cases a month
eventually.

By TIM osTERNIAN
Daily Staff Writer
Continuing his all out
attack on the Nixon Administration’s Asian policy, former Oregon Senator Wayne Morse called
for an immediate withdrawal of all United
States troops from Vietnam and recognition of
Red China in the United
Nations Tuesday night in
a speech in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
The lecture ended
Morse’s two day visit to
SJS as the first in a series
of visiting scholars.
"This country is going
to end up in a war with
C’hina if we maintain our
current
imperialistic
Vietnam policy," the 24year Senate veteran
warned. "We must announce that we are ready
to re-establish relations
with China and allow
them their rightful seat in
the U.N. World peace demands it."
Morse feels that a war
with China would not be a
nuclear conflict due to the
vast size and population

House Revives SST Project
WASHINGTONThe House voted yesterday 201 to 195 to
resurrect the cancelled U.S. supersonic transport program,
giving the Nixon administration a victory.
The decision to turn an $85-million burial fund for the SST
into revival money is subject to final approval of a $6.8-billion
supplement appropriation bill.
The bill then goes to the Senate.
Proponents of federal financing for the SST plane had
figured Tuesday they had a 50-50 chance to win House approval for the craft just eight weeks after it was beaten 215 to
204.

Council Drops Pledge
BERKELEYThe Berkeley City Council voted 5-2 Tuesday night to drop the saying of the pledge of allegiance of
future council meetings.
Three members from the newly elected radical slate were
joined by Edward Kallgren, newly elected moderate, and
Mayor Warren Widener to produce the required five-vote
majority of the nine -member council.
The three council members had refused to stand or join in
the pledge at the new council’s first regular meeting last
month.

Postmaster States Cutbacks
WASHINGTONPostmaster General Winton M. Blount
disclosed yesterday a sweeping reorganization of the U.S.
Postal Service that congressional sources say may spell
early retirement for as many as 3,500 of the services 750,000
employees.
A spokesman for the Postal Service said the number of
management personnel who will be affected by the reorganization is impossible to tell at this time. He said none of the
640,000 postal employees represented by unions would be involved in cutbacks.
According to the spokesman there has been nothing said,
intimated or indicated that 3,500 people are going to be put
out of their jobs.
However, postal affairs sources on Capitol Hill said Blount
had told key congressmen that between 2,000 and 3,000 managerial jobs would be eliminated.

Environmental Bill
Spurs Lobby Try
A lobbying campaign supporting Assembly Bill 1056,
State
a
establishing
Environmental Quality
Agency, has been started by
the Planning and Conservation League.
Campaign directors and
the federation of conservation and ecology action
groups are in need of letters
from students, faculty and
parents, to state legislative
representatives supporting
the bill. According to the directors personal lobbying
efforts and exposing of
politicians unfriendly to environmental legislation are
also required.
The bill has been introduced jointly by Assemblymen John Vasconcellos ( DSan Jose), Edwin L. Z’Berg
( D-Fresno I, Paul R. Priolo
( R -Los Angeles), Alan
Sieroty ( D-Los Angeles), and
Kenneth Meade (D -Oakland I.
It would establish an independent, full-time State Environmental Quality Board
and eight regional sub boards charged with responsibility and authority for
statewide land use planning,
control of air, water, thermal, solid waste, pesticide,
radiation, and noise pollution, according to directors.
The result of an intensive
two-year study by the Environmental Quality Study
Council, the bill would give
the agency the power to

block any state or local project that could substantially
damage the environment,
directors say.
The Sierra Club and other
environmental groups are
said to be in favor of such an
agency.
According to directors, it
would abolish the Bay Area
Air Pollution Control District, its parent State Air Resources Board, the state and
regional Water Quality
Boards; and transfer their
functions to the new authority.
"....we invite all people
ecologically concerned to finally share in the dawn of
political
environmental
action, firmly pushing legislation to save our spaceship
earth, before its too late,"
said Michael Clemence,
director.
Presently the bill has been
referred to the Assembly
Committee on
Natural
Resources and Conservation
for hearings.
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shown at 7 & 10:30

"A THOUSAND
CLOWNS"
Unreal PAO

"Chicago, The Season’s
Change" will be shown for
the last time in the San Jose
area tonight at 8 in room 210
of the Science Building. Admission is 50 cents.
The American Civil Liberties Union )ACLU) film features a series of interviews
at the 1968 Chicago Democratic convention, with
demonstrators, the chief of
police and Mayor Daley expressing their views. Many
shots of the action outside
the convention hall are also
included.
"The Survivors," a Committee of Responsibility
film, will also be shown tonight. This film, made by
civilian doctors, shows the
inside of Vietnamese hospitals.
A 15-minute tape of the
Winter Soldier Investigation
will complete the program,
presented by Students for
Peace and Freedom. For
further information, call 2945133.

Rock Concert
You’ve been stagnating in
the bookstacks and typing
last minute term papers the
last few evenings and now
you’re in desperate need of
some entertainment.
But the only thing in your
pocket is an old Goldwater
button and a few bus transfers.
Cheer up. There’s going to
be a free rock concert tonight (May 13) at 7:30 in the
San Jose Civic Auditorium,
145 W. San Carlos St.
Performing at this public
concert will be Love Song,
Blessed Hope and Country
Faith. The event is sponsored by Maranatha! (The
Lord Commeth) Music, an
Orange County Christian
group.

gime of the Shah of Iran.
The conference will begin
at 7 p.m. in Boalt Hall on the
University of California BerGuest
campus.
keley
speaker is Bob Sheer, a former editor of Ramparts
magazine.
The Iranian students have

Convocation

UC Prof Here
Dr. Seymour Menton, professor at the University of
California at Irvine, will lecture on "La Novela de la
Revolucion . Cuba y Mexico"
today at 2:30 p.m. in ED 100.
Menton is the author of numerous books dealing with
Latin America. The lecture
is free and open to the public.

BRITISH CORRESPOND. EdDENTCohn
wards, noted British foreign correspondent, will
speak today in the College
Union Costanoan Room at
1 p.m. concerning the
Palestine revolution and
the life of the Palestinian
freedom fighter. Edwards, who has covered
foreign affairs since 1947
for worldwide news
media, has met and lived
with Palestinian guerrillas, as well as their leaders in Palestine, Jordan, and Lebannon.

NASA Foots Bill
Not every researcher conducting an experiment of
special interest to him, can
claim NASA as the sponsor
that is footing the bill.
But Jack C. Thompson,
professor of meteorology at
SJS has recently become an
exception to most, having
been awarded a $20,000 grant
from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Aiding in the three-part
study are SJS professors
from aviation, real estate
and economics. The study

Paulo Jewelers
)*///ye dj945dem
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NOW

$2.50

Morse said that the
world powers are to involved in retaining the old
military balance of power
theory. He does not feel
that peace will ever be
achieved on this basis.

Style 351

Style 319
FROM 5195 & UP

SUNTAN?
:

There is a time for love.
There is a time for peace
There is a time for joy.
And for you the time is now,

SEA ’N SKI
COPPERTONE

FILM
BEACH BAGS

begun two years ago is
"attempting to discover
what economic returns the
United States government is
getting for the money it is
spending on new meteorological tools," said Thompson.
The grant will be used to
fund student assistants for
the program.
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Designer Talks
The first step to establish a
closer liaison with professional designers will be
taken by Industrial Designers Society of America
when it presents a professional designer at their
meeting Thursday 3 p.m. in
room 228 Industrial Studies.
Charles Grossman will
describe the purposes of the
IDSA and its relationship to
the profession, the students
and the consumer.
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Say
goodbye
to
standby!
Delta’s reserved seat Youth Fare Plan saves you 25%
compared with regular Day Tourist Costs lust a trifle more
than standby No waiting (and waiting’) You know
exactly when you’re scheduled to leave and arrive We honor
Youth Fare cards from all other airlines Or purchase
one from us for only $3 00 It’s accepted by all carriers Anyone
from 12 to 22 years of age is eligible
For reservations call Delta or see your Travel Agent
Compare these typical standby fares with Delta’s
reserved seat Youth Fares.
DELTAS
Standby fares on RESERVED SEAT
other ar,,nes
Between
YOUTH FARES

Capture infinity
with an Orange Blossom wedding band.

BATHING CAPS
$35

"NATO should be an
economic and cultural alliance not a military
one," Morse asserted. "If
a war broke out with
Russia our troops in Germany would be sitting
ducks anyway. It would
not be a conventional war
and they would be anhilated in less than 96
hours."

that he supports the peaceful
actions in Washington and
San Francisco.
"We should not sell these
young people short," he emphasized. "If this country’s
actually
was
security
threatened I know we could
rely on 99 per cent of the
youthful population to rally
to the defense of the United
States.
"They simply will not use
themselves as military
fodder to wage an illegal
Morse saidwar,"

The year 1972 may be the
year of the dark horse in the
race for the Democratic.
Party presidential noun nation, according to former
Senator Wayne Morse.
Morse made the statement
at a press conference Tuesday during his two-day visit
to SJS.
Morse refrained f row
specifying possible candidates by name, saying that a
inere mention might be considered an endorsement.
"Personally I’m far from
decidtd as to who I will support," the veteran senator
said. "I do know that I’m not
interested in slow learners
and far too many of the current front runners for the
nomination have proved
themselves to be slow learners.
"People must realize that
they should never pay attention to politicians unless
their speeches correspond
with their voting records,"
he continued. "If we go
through the list of probable
candidates at the moment
there will be few who can
truthfully make that claim.
This is why I feel a dark
horse may develop."
Morse plans to seek a seat
on the Oregon Democratic
delegation to the convention,
but at that time he will be required to support whoever
wins the state’s binding primary.
Commenting on the recent
demonstrations protesting
the United States Asian policies, Morse made it clear

Why be left at the gate when for just a little more
you can get a reserved seat on Delta?

The SJS Iranian Student
Association is sponsoring a
Defense Conference tonight
to discuss recent executions
of 13 Iranian patriots and
arrest of 50 others by the re -

TANYA

REG.

also planned a march on the
Iranian consulate in San
Francisco on Friday to protest the executions and
arrests.
The march from Union
Square in San Francisco to
the Iranian consulate will
begin at 10 a in

Iranian Confab

LOVE’S
’LEMON
SHAMPOO

WAYNE MORSE
... At SJS
world," he continued.
"Unless we change direction immediately my generation will leave a legacy of slaughter and torture that will remain for
your grandchildren. I
don’t want to see that."
Morse, who voiced one
of two dissenting votes in
the Senate on the now infamous Gulf of Tonkin resolution in 1964, claimed
that the United States is
committing war atrocities in Vietnam unsurpassed in military historty except for the German gas chambers.

facts are finally
coming to light," he said.
"If we weren’t such a powerful and prestigeous
country we would be subjugated to a war crime
tribunal that would make
Nureinburg look like a
justice of the peace
action."
During his 80 minute
lecture Morse also suggested the scrapping of
NATO while calling for
the return of American
troops from Germany.

Chicago Convention Film Billed

BILL’S
COLLEGE
stPHARMACY

CREME RINSE
Francois
rv Truffaut’s
"THE WILD CHILD"

of the country’. Ile said it
would eventually evolve
into i land war placing
tmllions of American
troops on the (’hinese
mainland.
"Even if we won the
military
encou nters ,
which is extremely doubtful, the United States
would be forced to occupy
China for half a century,"
he prophesized. "Just
where would we get the
manpower to do that’?"
Morse also charged
that the Nixon Doctrine
military containment of
communism in Asia) is
entrenching the U.S. in
Southeast Asia to such an
extent that it will soon be
virtually impossible to
get out.
"This Nixon policy was
formulated by the Eisenhower Administration
back in 1953 and it incubated the current Vietnam conflict," Morse
said. "It’s time we learned that we can’t stop communism with bullets."
"Right now this country
is the greatest threat to
peace in the entire

Campus News Briefs

Wage Hike May Be Delayed
WASHINGTONSecretary of Labor James D. Hodgson
proposed yesterday a one-year delay in raising the minimum
wage to $2 in order to ease inflationary pressure and the risk
of higher unemployment.
A bill now before the subcommittee would raise the minimum to $1.80 next January and to $2 on Jan. 1, 1973. Hodgson
endorsed the increase to $1.80, but said the jump to $2 should
be delayed until Jan. 1, 1974.
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’Ballad of Baby Doe’
To Begin Tomorrow

,
RAM: POTTER WORKINGSJS graduate David Kuraoka,
the only raku artist on the West Coast, shows a pot from his

ceramics show. The exhibit in the art gallery ends tomorrow.
Photo by John Ainlay

Gallery Pots

Raku Reveals Skill
By CONNIE FUKUDA
ceramic pieces with light
Daily Entertainment Writer black cracks covering them
Upon first entering the art haphazardly look rather
gallery, David Kuraoka’s bland and unimpressive. The
light grey and royal blue crack marks in the glaze,
ceramic wares look Ijke however, interweave with
mass-produced items.
blue cobalt forms as well as
Closer inspection of the reddish-brown copper marks
SJS art graduate’s raku to make an interesting and
pottery, however, reveals abstract design.
great craftsmanship and
Surprisingly, each work is
skill in creating variety slightly different from the
within a relatively standar- next. There are a number of
dized form.
pots of varying shades of
Kuraoka, whose MA show blue covered with swirling
ends Friday, is the only West
Coast potter who works effectively with raku which is
an ancient Japanese method
of firing ceramics). His show
is worth seeing for this very
reason: to see perfect raku
pots done in a polished and
professional manner.
Working with ceramics of
By ANNA BLACK
various materials for six
Daily Feature Editor
years, Kuraoka perfected
There are a handful of artthe difficult process of raku
in two years. The artist ex- buying maxims which,
plained that raku is quickly bundled together, present
fired and, as a direct result, one route to becoming an art
is susceptible to easy break- collector.
age because of the expansion
Buy directly from the
and contiaction of the clay. artist.
Buy from artists who
The artist may be said to
be a pioneer in this field, for haven’t "come into their
traditional raku wares made own" yet.
in Japan are only small cereInsist on proof of authenmonial tea cups of red and ticity.
black. A participant in nuArrange to make monmerous art shows, he carried thly payments if you need to.
this idea a step further by
Take advantage of "mulcreating large vases up to 20 tiples," several copies of one
inches in diameter.
work issued by the artist.
Care, time and skill have
The position of art collecbeen beautifully combined to tor is open to the moderately
make Kuraoka’s exhibit one endowed student. This stuof refinement and unity.
dent may or may not be quite
At first glance, the over- happy with his Steve
whelming number of grey McQueen motorcycle poster
and the psychedelic rendering of his astrological sign.
In either case, owning a
piece or pieces of more expensive art has at least one
advantage. John Hunter, art
professor, said, "While the
SPECIALIZE IN THESIS
value of money is depreciatAND TERM PAPERS
ing, the value of art is appre475 E. SAN CARLOS
ciating. The value of a PiNear lath --295-6600
casso has doubled in value
ten times from 1950-1960. No

white porcelain lines; these
darker wares give added
contrast to the more delicate
grey pots.
All the pieces in Kuraoka’s
present show were done over
the last six weeks, but the
rapidity of creation does not
make anything sloppily
done. On the contrary, each
piece of raku is unique in itself and each possesses a
character of its own.
The viewer is left only with
a feeling of contentment

when seeing Kuraoka’s raku
works; although they don’t
seem especially striking at
first, their subtle and quiet
feeling grows on the gallery
visitor after a few minutes of
contemplation.
Perhaps at his next show,
Kuraoka may present an
even greater range and
variety of his ceramics to the
public This will probably result in more stimulated interest and greater appreciation on the viewer’s part.

By CHRISTINE SCHLETT
Daily Entertainment Writer
"The Ballad of Baby Doe,"
an opera by John LaTouche
and Douglas Moore, a rags to
riches to rags tale, is the final presentation for the 197071 Theatre season.
Produced by the Departments of Drama and Music,
the opera will be given tomorrow and Saturday and
will continue Wednesday
through Saturday of next
week at 8:15 p.m.
According to Dr. Harold C.
Crain, stage director, the
opera, based on historical
characters, centers around
the career of Horace Tabor,
a leading citizen of Leadville, Colo. During his lifetime Tabor buys some fabulous silver mines for practically nothing and becomes
very wealthy.
Later he divorces Augusta,
who had struggled with him,
and marries Mrs. Elizabeth
Doe, who divorced her ne’er
do well husband, Harvey. Society snubs Tabor and his
new wife, nicknamed Baby,
because of the scandal surrounding her.
During the struggle for
free gold and silver coinage,
Tabor loses his money and
later dies. His last wish is
that Baby keep the "Matchless Mine," which had been
one of the best producing.
Dr. Edwin C. Dunning,
musical director, said it’s an
"historical folk opera with
lots of folk characters depicting pioneer life in Colorado. The music itself is a
pleasant blend of the styles

Collector Guide

Stock Down? Try Art

XEROX

THE INTERLUDE
HAPPY
HOUR
3 - 7 Daily (from the well)
Featuring Steak Dinners For $2.69

3rd & Santa Clara Sts.

stock in the stock market has
that yield."
While spending $300, for
instance, on something to
cover one’s wall might seem
frivolous, spending that
amount on a solid investment may net.
INVESTMENT
But what guarantees that
student is making a good investment?
There is no guarantee.
Knowing what to look for,
however, minimizes the risk
involved.
Mrs. Wilma Cox an art
major who also collects art
suggested leafing through
art magazines for a period of
time. She said with exposure
to quality art that one begins
to develop an "art sense" of
his own.
Continuing, she said, "Art
is something you live with.
Why, you could live with a
cartoon of Mickey Mouse if
that’s what you enjoy.
She said, "Art is no longer
something sacred. At home
the art pieces, everything
from Ming sculpture to a
John Hunter drawing are
placed throughout the house
for her family to experience.
When you live with a thing
she said, "You become more
discriminating, your taste
becomes more refined."
Hunter, himself, lists two
varieties of art for a collector on a modest budget. He
said, "the best bets for a beginner are the multiples,
sculpture and original graphics."
Fat can be trimmed from
the price of an art work by
avoiding the agent or art
dealer. "Buy directly from
the artist," Hunter sug-

gested, "that way you don’t
pay the 30-50 per cent dealer’s commission."
If you do buy through a
dealer, he said, "demand a
certificate of authenticity.
"Any reputable dealer will
give you a certificate of
authenticity."
Mrs. Cox said that one
needn’t have the whole
amount to buy a piece of art.
"It is a basic thing to buy on
timethis is always true,"
she said.
"For 84-6 a month and up,"
Hunter sold, "you can rent a
small sc. hyture, with an
option buy. You can buy on
time and there’s usually no
interest."
Where do you go to buy?
Hunter suggested local art

shows, juried shows, and
museum galleries. That is
not to forget the "people in
school with well-known, established reputations," Hunter said.
Hunter felt that there is
one virtually untapped
source of art advice. "Any
museum director or curator
would be glad to help you. No
reputable curator would
accept any payment," he
continued.
As Hunter fled to an
appointment, echos of
figures he had quoted repeated: a Frank Stella that
originally sold for $175, now
worth $20,000 and a Jasper
Johns that originally sold for
$200....

’Spring’ Singing
Sprung Sunday
A Spring Sing featuring the
SJS men and women’s Glee
Club will be staged Sunday
at 3:30 p.m. in Concert Hall.
Each club will perform
separately during the beginning of the program which is
free to the public. The men
will begin with the Men’s
Glee Club performing the
beer drinking sound from the
opera "Sir John with Love"

by Ralph Vaughn Williams,
"Gaudeamus Igitur" and
"Gram" by Antonin Avorak.
The women’s Glee Club
will follow, singing their way
into the program with "Ave
Maria" by Brahms, "A Song
to Music" by Hindemith and
Scarbourouh Fair," arranged by Dr. Charlene
Archibeque, director for the
evening.
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of contemporary idiom, traditional opera and folk
music."
He notes that, "in dealing
with an historical subject
you always have limits on
what you can do. You try to
get an idea of the real people
involved, yet any kind of
musical treatment is more
romantic than the true story.
But you still have to be realistic and believable."
The part of Baby Doe will
be double-cast. Geraldine
Zanvettor will perform opening night and will alternate
with Carol BroLski in the remaining shows.
Richard Haile will have
the role of Horace Tabor and
Mary Raby will be his first
wife, Augusta.
Others members of the
cast are Michael Eager, Ito-

nald Gerard, Greg Calkins,
Toby
Gerald Johnson,
Morrison, Phillip Olds, Sara
Diane
Calkins,
Young
George, Teddi Lefton, Elizabeth McMeans, Terry Bothe,
Pamela East, Janine Kagel,
Catherine Lawler, Katherine
/Whet, Twinkle Stewart,
Joyce Evans and Bruce
Candlish.
The remaining members
are Michael Nering, Fern
Denison, Alfred Gonzales, R.
Dale Horton, John Dermer,
Leslie Goldring, Joseph M.
Sanchez Jr., Michael Hawkins, Joseph Allan, Gloria
Tanner, Karen Talluto,
Jamie Evans, Phillip Fouts,
Yolanda Gutierrez, Laura
Garten, John Krahl, Beverly
JoAnn Mathis, Wesley Morgan and Jean Thrift.
Choreography is by Carol

Haws; scene design by Donald J. Childs; lighting is by
Joseph Cardinalli, supervised by Dr. Childs; costumes are by Berniece Frisk
and; James R. Earle is the
technical director.
Tickets for the play are
$1.25 for students and $2.50
for general on Fridays and
Saturday. On Wednesdays
and Thursdays the tickets
are $1 for students and $2 for
general. For reservations
phone 294-6414 extension
2600.
9P
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Basic Boredom
"Basic 12," a lower division student art show in the
College Union creative arts
room, is a collective exhibit
of amateurish, monotonous
and just plain boring art
work.
Students of three classes of
Art 12A and 12B (design)
juried the one-week show
and presented it in lieu of a
final. "We’re doing our own
something
thing,
not
assigned to us," explained
one of the "Basic 12" participants, Creasie Jordan.
With a total of 26 artists represented in the group display, one would think, at
least, that something worth
seeing would emerge out of
the assorted mixture of
mediums involved.
This is not the case, however. As spokeswoman Debi
Rumer stated, "design is the
basis of all art" and this exhibit hopelessly attempts to
show this.
Janet Bucknam and Diane
Cucuzza’s multi-colored wall
hangings are unoriginal and
unimaginative. Dean
Schoeppler’s piece, in the
same vein, may as well be
titled a "monstrosity in
wood," in which many unassorted pieces have been
nailed and tacked onto
another larger piece of lumber.
Peggy Barrington’s light
weight, abstract painting of
suspended red capsule-shape
forms is enjoyable to look at
but again is unoriginal.
Deborah Rumer’s silk
screen print, "The Quilted

Dinosaur Egg" and Dan
Dwyer’s collage gives some
variety and novelty to
"Basic 12."
Maybe it’s expected that a
lower division class of artists
creates rather redundant
pieces, so it comes as no surprise that "Basic 12" creates
only light passing interest.
C.F.

MUSIC TURN YOU ON?
TURN ON TO MUSIC
Buy or Rent a Guitar or Drum
Guitar lessons are
also available for
your convenience.
We have the largest
selection of guitars
and drums in town.

Two locations to Serve You
84 E.
SAN FERNANDO
SAN JOSE
298-5404

5161
STEVENS CREEK
SANTA CLARA
248-9858

Noreko introduces the micro-thin head.
Shaves up to 44% closer, 50% faster
than ever before.
New super Microgroove"
0.09mm-thin heads shave
you up to 44% closer than the ones
that beat the blades.
New 90-slot design 0 shaves
you up to 50% faster,
and far
smoother than last year’s.
Whichever ilipleheader III
you buy, cord model or
rechargeable, you get
new micro-thin
heads -plus all the
proven quality
features of
the world’s
favorite.
Rotary
action for
smoother
shaves.
Floating
heads to follow
your face. 113
self-sharpening
blades. With
wieuwee’
pop-up trimmer for
sideburns. And metal
travel wallet.
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1110(1 AND MINTING 11001S

01,1010 6. 11411115 000 FRI tilt

WE WELCOME ALL
BANK CHARGE CARDS

RED WING
SHOE STORES

Formerly toured with Edwin Hawkins Singers

SUNNYVALE 1057 (II Camino (Near Lawrence Espy I 244 3413
SAN JOSE 116 Almaden Ave (In the Greyhound Mg ) 292 9416
CAMBRIAN DU Union (Across from Cambrian Plaza) 311 5711
WI

III lilt MAP() 10 111

Topleneader, lii
cord rnoclel 357
Most advanced
version of the
Norld’s !Immo
Oliver

AA A 11C -D E -EE EEE (FEE

igvereo

Dewy, TrIpleNtader III.
Rechargeable model 45C7
Delivers up to twRe the
shaves per charge of any other
rephargeable Use if with or
wIthout the cord

Si 1971 North American Philips Corporation,
100 East 42nd Street, New York. N 0 10017

Spartans To See
Stars Saturday
By MIKE ZAMPA
Daily Sports Writer
Through his persistence
Gene Menges has managed
to make a few friends among
the management of the St.
Claire Hotel this week.
The Spartan coach yesterday convinced Cal State Los
Angeles baseball coach Les
Wyant to play three night
games this weekend making
up a three game series
rained out in March. The two
teams meet at 8 p.m. Friday
and at 5 p.m. Saturday for a
doubleheader.
Wyant’s change of mind
means the L.A. ball club will
get to stay another night at

the St. (’laire. Its funny how
fast things change. The day
before he balked at spending
two nights in San Jose.
Menges couldn’t blame
him.
’They
spent one
thousand dollars to conic up
here and watch the rain fall
down before," he commented. "I don’t know what
we would have done if we
had to scrounge around to
finance a trip like this."
Well, now
that the
administrative haggling is
out of the way, everyone can
get down to the business of
preparing for the series that
could win the pennant for

GENE MENGES
Convincing Coach

SJS.
If you’re new to the situation, here’s what can
happen. The Spartans have
five games to makeup before
their season ends. Three
wins will give SJS the PCAA
crown. Two wins will give
the title to Fresno State
which has finished its season
at 13-8.
Just to show he hasn’t
spent all of his time concocting schedules, Menges announced Tuesday three
roster additions from the
freshman ranks. Joining the
varsity are outfielder Rick
Pitney, pitcher Steve Hinckley and catcher Doak
Whitley.
Pitney was with the parent
team at the start of the
season, but Menges said
Whitley will be the one most
likely to see action. "He
came up five times in practice the other day and hit two
out of the park," Menges
beamed. "I’d say he’ll
definitely be used as a pinch
hitter."
Actually the Spartans
don’t need much more help
hitting the ball. Center fielder Greg Marshall leads the
PCAA in hitting with a .407
average. Al Ariza, .400,
Brian Nakamoto, .365, and
Larry Lintz, .323 are other
SJS palyers among the top
ten.
Nakamoto shares the
homerun leadership with
L.A.’s Bob Sabol. Both men
have four. Of all the Spartans, Menges is most pleased
with Marshall.
"The Kansas City Royals
had a lot of scouts in Santa
Barbara last weekend looking at him," Menges
recalled. "They like the way
he swings the bat." Menges
called Marshall a likely
choice for the league’s Most
Valuable Player award.

1-..)/1 Si’ -it; TAN DAIL‘f 5

You can afford it while
you’re still young enough to enjoy it.

Booters Win Five
In Spring Drills
By RICH KENDALL
Daily Sports Writer
The SJS soccer team completed spring practice Tuesday afternoon with a 3-2 win
over Stanford University at
Palo Alto.
The victory was the Spartans fifth, and third over
Stanford this spring. SJS
opened by topping the Indians 2-1, put the alumni in
their place 3-1, nipped UC
Davis 1-0 and then last Friday night at Diablo Valley
College outplayed Stanford
again, 2-1.
The game at DVC was
played on an artificial grass
surface gridiron. Many of
the Spartans had never
played on that kind of field.

Coach Julie Menendez said
of soccer on a carpet, The
ball bounced true. It was fast
but the players seemed to
like it. I think it favors a ball
control team because you
have to pass the ball."
Menendez was not against
the idea of installing an artificial surface at Spartan Stadium.
He coaches a ball control
game and on grass has
guided SJS to four straight
league titles and into the
NCAA playoffs six of the last
seven years.
Bert Baldaccini and Mani
Hernandez provided the winning margin at DVC, but
Tuesday two different Spartans did the scoring.

Midway through
the
second period Tony Suffle
gave SJS the lead and the
score stood 1-0 until early in
the third period when Peter
Bogatsky beat his man and
booted the ball into the goal.
Suffle widened the margin
just after the fourth period
started when he slammed
the ball across the front of
the Stanford goal, past the
helpless goalie and into the
right corner of the net.
Stanford’s Forest Arnold
came right back to score
taking advantage of a lapse
in the Spartan defense. Then
after Menendez had cleared
his sidelines of reserves the
Indians scored again with a
goal by Robert Harbaugh,

Wheelchair
Team Tops
SJS Five
George Henderson, former
SJSC head cheerleader, captaMed the All-American 5, a
team composed of some of
SJS’ finest athletes, in a
benefit wheelchair basketball game Thurs., May 6, in
Spartan Gym. The purpose
of the event was to raise
money to send SJS’ two great
wheelchair athletes, Bob
Dunn and Bob Millis, to the
National Wheelchair Games
in New York City June 11-14.
In the thriller, the Spartan
Two Plus One trio nipped the
All-Americans, 24-23.
Mani Hernandez ( AllAmerican Soccer) St Doug
( All-American
Graham
Judo) played an outstanding
defensive game as they
double-teamed Millis of the
Spartan Two Plus One, holding him to ten shots from the
field. However, he hit on
seven of them to lead all
scorers with 14 pts. Bob
Dunn of the Spartan Two
Plus One, Paralympic Gold
Medalist, had 6 crucial
points.

: 2C XEROX COPIES:
TO &IS STUDENTS
13 free copies with
this coupon thru S/16)
COLLEGE COPY
F.SAN ANTONIO
287.1811
OPEN 7 DAYS
:ef

30

a. m.to

930 p.m.:

Having the want is one thing. Having the
wherewithal is another. The trouble with being
young is that all too often you have the one
without the other.
But the 1971 MG Midget is something else again.
Here is a true sports car for under $2500
the lowest price you can pay for the real thing.
In this case the real thing includes a race winning 1275 c.c. engine. Racing -type rack-andpinion steering (2.33 turns lock to lock) for cool,
crisp driving. Heavy-duty suspension for
superb road -hugging. Disc brakes up front for
straight-line, non -fade stops. Twin reclining
bucket seats. And full sports car instrumentation
with an electric tach.
Which only goes to show that, even though MG
has been engineering sports cars for over 40
years, there’s no generation gap. For the name
of your nearest Austin -MG dealer and
information about overseas delivery, dial
(800) 631-1971 except in New Jersey
where the number is (800) 962-2803.
Calls are toll -free, of course.
’Manufacturer s suggested retail price Does not include transportation charges, dealer
preparation, state and local taxes, it any British Leyland Motors Inc , Leonia. NJ 07605
LEADING SCORERTony Suffle, who led the SJS soccer
team in scoring with 15 goals last fall, tallied twice Tuesday
as the Spartans closed spring drills with a 3-2 win over Stanford.
Darlene Miller, R.E. Marilynn Ranchero RE

Permanent Hair Removal
on
Lip, chin, cheeks, forehead, neck, lees,
underarms, abdomen

Newest methods -Free consultation
Two locations to serve you:
247 N. Third
295-0995

2066 The Alameda
293-1221
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Governor Interviewed

Spartan Daily Classifieds

Reagan Airs Views
EDITOR’S NOTE: In an exclusive interview, Gov. Reagan discussed his proposed
budget cuts for San Jose
State College and the
University Status Bill.
Covering the interview for
the Spartan Daily were
Radio and Television News
Center reporters Randy
Roach, John Miles and Jan
Shaw.
ROACH: Gov. Reagan, San
Jose State is one of the five
state colleges in the state
college system that will be
absorbing budget cuts this
next fiscal year. President
John Bunzel is criticizing the
Department of Finance for
actually telling him where to
make the cuts. Why was this
done so?
GOV. REAGAN: Well, we
try not to. And as a matter of
fact, this administration has
done more than has ever
been done to give the state
colleges what is called a program budget --where, under
law, the state colleges presently have a line-item budget. And, I think what we get
into in certain areas is that,
while we have administratively just moved over
into the program budget as
much as we can with the
state colleges without needing legislative permission,
we du come down to some
certain areas in which in
submitting the budget for the
colleges unlike the university, we have to decide -and
we try to negotiate or work
with the college as to where
the budget amounts will be because it has to be submitted in that way to the
legislature. It just comes
down to where it hurts, particularly, in a year of this kind
where we’re asking everyone to tighten their belts because we’re in a temporary
situation -there’s been a
curtailment of revenues.
That’s the way it works out. I
wish the colleges could have
program budgets similar to
the university situation.
Under the constitution, they
are given the money and

ANN

expectation of increased
federal money. And if these
beliefs prove true, we have
to review our position because we certainly don’t
want to destroy that program or reduce it to the point
where it wouldn’t be as
effective as it has been.

veto a bill when it gets to my
desk -and for a good reason.
A bill that is on the floor of
the legislature may be
ammended in such a way
that what went in an apple comes out an orange. So, I’ll
have to wait until I see it.

ROA(’H: In Santa Clara
County, the cost of living has
increased seven-and-a -half
per cent the last year. And,
for the second year in -a -row,
the budget has not included a
faculty pay increase. Can
you explain why?
GOV. REAGAN
GOV. REAGAN: Last year,
Exclusive Interview
the legislature made the
have a free rein as to how it decision. We had a five per
will be used.
cent faculty pay increase in
ROACH: Governor, the the budget, and the legisEducational Opportunity lature sent it back without
Program at San Jose State that increase. Now under the
has been extremely success- constitution, I can cut things
ful whereby, in the last five out of the budget that the
years, 75 per cent of the stu- legislature puts in, But, I
dents enrolled have gone on cannot put anything back in
to academic success. This the budget that they have
year, their state funding is taken out. This year, we’re
being cut from $245,000 to caught in this economic
$43,000. Now, the Depart- crisis and I have asked all
ment of Finance tells us they employees-statewide-to
are anticipating additional forego the annual cost of
federal funding. Can you living increase. And, it is
give us any definite answer true this puts the faculty in
on this?
the position of having two
GOV. REAGAN: Yes -our years in -a -row without a
cut at the state level was not raise, whereas all of the
because of any lack of other employees have had a
consideration for the pro- rise at least one year. And
gram or any belief that the yet, we had to recognize that
program should be reduced. if we’re going to ask all of the
We made the cuts and were employees to forego this
able to make them when we raise, we can’t pick out one
were given the information segment and give them a
that the federal government raise.
was going to vastly increase
its share. So, the total ROACH: There’s a bill
amount of money for EOP presently in the legislature
in California will be bigger called the University Status
this year than it was last Bill which would change the
year. Now, there is some name of the state colleges to
controversy -there have that of state universities. If
been expressions of belief this bill is passed, and sent to
from some in Washington your desk-will you sign it?
conveyed through people out GOV. REAGAN: i Smiling)
here-that even though the Well, now you’ve asked a
President made this authori- question and you’re asking it
zation for this much money, as a newsman, and I have to
it might not be authorized. tell you what I tell all newsNow, I have said repeatedly, men. I will never say in adour cuts were based on the vance whether I will sign or

ROACH: Well Governor, can
you tell us what will be on
your mind in considering the
bill?
GOV. REAGAN: All right,
let me tell you the one thing.
I started out being very
much in favor of changing
the name of a state college to
that of a state university
when that particular college
qualified for the status
change. When a state college
reaches, actually, university
size and status with a variety
of colleges-why shouldn’t it
be called a university. Now,
it is true this bill prescribes
that all of the state colleges
be termed universities. Our
one concern has to do with
the master plan. If you mean
calling the state collegesuniversities-and still maintain the emphasis on undergraduate teaching, with
master’s degrees as they’re
given now, and not going into
Ph.D.’s and not going into
the great extensive research
that characterizes
the
university, then, fine-I’m
agreeable. And this is what
most people in the state college system tell us they have
in mind. What we are concerned about is changing the
name, and then suddenly
finding the pressure put on
us to imitate the present
university system and put
the emphasis on Ph.D.’s
while reducing the emphasis
on undergraduates. If that is
what someone has in mind,
then I’d have to be opposed
to it. We need the state colleges to keep their present
priority of undergraduate
education and research related to teaching, and with a
bill of this kind-and with
this in mind -I’d see no
objection. I’d be very happy
to see the change.
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61 VW Convertible 5250 Good trans &
body, needs engine work 2939.41 Ask
for John Tung

Austin Healy Sprite 64 Convertible
rebut! engine 67 trans new tires. very
good cond 5550 or best offer Cali 2116
1905 or 241 7998
WHO ARE THE HUMANISTS? A free
Public meeting discussing humanism
and he organized humanist move
the
men?, will
be presented by
HUMANIST COMMUNITY OF SAN
JOSE. Fri 12 Mar 8 p m at 738 N 2nd
SJ Call 294 5017 for more information
CAR RALLY, STANFORD SHOP
P ING CENTER in Palo Alrol Satur
day. May 15111. by SPOR T IN’L IF E
$300 Any car and beginners welcome
Start anytime between 6 and 9 pm
The evidence is on the world’s turmoil
Our Lord Is Present and His Kingdom
W ill soon be established on Earth as it
is in Heaven "Divine Plan of the
Ages’’ Box 594 Los Gatos. FREE No
Obligation
Eleanor’s Flowers of Los Gatos will
give you all the frills & glamour Of a
Florist Shop, but al low low prices
Premium roses $395 doz. tea roses
SI 95 doz carnations Si 00 doz etc
Large, large selection of fresh cut
flowers. potted plants. corsages &
Our
arrangements
inexpensive
flowers are so fresh they lust last &
last & last Everything is wrapped
With mush fuss and ribbons (florist
boxes available) If you love flowers,
You’ll love Our shop! 720 University
Ave Los Gatos (at the end of cyclone
fence behind oak Meadow Park) 356
10
door
(Next
356 6314
4839
Or
Eleanor’s Discount Fashions) Open 9
am to 7 p m daily and Sunday ix
day holidays
Did you know that there is a shop in
LOS Gatos where you can buy a $90 suit
for S15, a SAS dress for 5B. a 520 shirt for
$3 50 eIC, etc??? These clothes are new
and "barely used"
(high quaiity
Only’ I You won’t believe the lovely
merchandise for so little money
Ladies sizes 3 to 24’2, teens, juniors
and childrens Five rooms of clothes to
choose from come see --Once you
come in you’ll never ship anywhere
else If you have a small budget and
the "Champagne taste- this shop is for
you We have I Magnins, Catalinas,
White Stag, Lilli Diamonds, Christian
Diors etc As I said you won’t believe
the lovely clothes for 50 little money
We are called Eleanor’s Discount
Fashions of Los Gatos, 720 University
Ave I at end of cyclone fence behind
Oak Meadow park) 3064839 or 356
6314 Call tor directions Open 10 a m
6 p m every day and Sunday too’
SUNDAY June 6th
GARAGE SALE
at 12970 Nash Road LOS Altos near
Foothill Junior College Come Shop for
things you never thought you Could
buy from IDa m to 5 p rn LOW LOW
PRICES’

Spartaguide

One Way

CHARTER JET
FLIGHTS

TODAY
Students for Peace and
Freedom, 8 p.m., Science
210. Films, "Chicago, Seasons Change," "The Survivors." Admission is 50 cents.
Spartan Chinese Club, 6:30
p.m., Intercultural Center.
Election dinner and beach
party discussion.
IDSA Student Chapter, 3
p.m., Industrial Arts bldg.
228. Charles Grossman is
guest speaker.
Chi-Alpha, 7:30 p.m., 434
E. Williams St. Main meeting.
Spartan Oriocci, 3:30 p.m.,
CU. Almaden. Run-off election for officer of treasurer
and this Saturday’s beach
party. Everyone welcome.
Balla.’ Student Forum, 8
p.m., C.U. Montalvo.
Mel, 7:30 p.m., Women’s
gym. Last Israeli dancing.
Free to all.
Campus Crusade For

From Oakland to
Madrid & Munich - Aug. 26
Marseille & Pisa

Sept.

1

Stockholm & Copenhagen
Seat, 6

A limited number of
spaces are available to
faculty. staff, students of
The California State Colleges

Fare: $195
One Way
For Information:
Office of
International Programs
1600 Holloway Avant..
San Francisco,
California 94123
(415) 469.

1004

SAVE MONEY

SAVE TIME

3

on Buddhism, 7:30
p.m., 430 S. 13th St.
Intercultural
Steering
Committee, 6 p.m., Intercultural C^nter, 10th and San
Fernanu., streets Last party
of semester. Free hot dogs.

_
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67 MGB Good Condition, Must Sell
S1150 207 5922

ROOMS, Men, cheerful, airy, wall to
wall carpet Furnace heat Quiet. 406
SO 11th St

FOR SALE. Sony stereo tope recorder
IC 200 $125 or best offer Also Puegot
10 speed Dike 560 295 4863
R01101. 2 8F with
MUST SELL
Plener Lens, meter. Rollikin 35rnm
film adapter. Roiliflash, filter, hood
Excellent cond Orig S550. asking 5275
or offer Albert 275 9132

GARAGE SALE SUNDAY June 6th
at 12970 Nash Roae ’..os Altos near
oofhill Junior College Come shOp for
things you never thought you could
buy from 100 m to S p m LOW LOW
PRICES’

Tires
paint,

GEAR: suit, tank, etc S70
164 Win Wag, scope. dies.
VW SUPERCHARGER S50
trade for photo equip 378

’70 Honda SL Motorcross $600 & ’63
Dodge Dart Wagon S300 Call 293 0707
Eve No Call 2406435
Crest Drums 8 pcS White Pearl 1
month old 5239 or trade on spinet piano
317 3984 After 6 PM
FOR SALE
Sofa Sect
Blue 560
Danish Chair blue total $20 End table
515 White lamp 55 Phone 739-6402

HUD WANT ID

53.00 per hr., Male & Female Need
Money for food, rent, books: car? If
you are willing to work, we pay 3.00 hr.
After qualifying
require car & neat
appear Fuller Brush Co 225-5013
STOCK CLERK. 3 hourS daily, After
noons, in frozen food whse, per
mane’s! Pleasant year round lob $225
per hour 815 W San Fernando near
the Alameda & Sunol Sts
Seeking companion for boys ages land
4 during summer
Days 7420036
Nights 225 4946
AMBITIOUS MEN of all trades north
to ALASKA and YUKON, around 52800
a month For complete information
write to JOB RESEARCH, P.0 Box
161, Stn A Toronto, Ont Enclose 55 to
COver Cost
JOB OPPORTUNITY
for men &
women Sates 51 65 2 00 or hour Most
be reliable 265 3372
Build good income that will continue
the rest of your life Win a book Scho
tarship fOr the fall Call Mr Hall for
details at 298 2308
WANTED.
DISHWASHER
Restaurant 545 5 2nd Street
797 5867

Elias
Phone

19e1 VW needs motor, good brakes new
transmission many extras 5125 Four
6’," deep Crag, maps with tires Can
fit VW Best Offer Call Al 787 4125
atter 6 PM

STOLEN: Fat, brown wallet, from
Party On S 7th Sat nt you can have U.
NO
please return pin, license, etc
Questions Rewards Call Shirley 216
5856

lines

10-20% OFF

fines
pt

Save 20% With ASB Cara
535 Bryant Street
Downtown Palo Alto
323-2134

e,er.
1001,1 1,,

TAO flat,

T’ek days

in,,r don

live days

1.50
2.00
250
3.00

2.00
250
300
3.50

2.25
2.75
i.25
3.75

2.40
2.90
1.40
3.90

2.50
3 00
3.50
4.00

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50
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Experienced
FAST ACCURATE,
typist, can edit
Four miles from
campus Mrs Aslanian 298 4104
TV’S FOR RENT
SPECIAL STU
DENT RATE 59 00 per month Call
377 2935
AUTO INSURANCE
MONTHLY
PAYMENTS NO one refused Annual
Liability Rates. Married or single age
34 8. over S94. Married 21 24 S163.
Single men 24 & under $350 Mr. Toll
241 3900
ELECTRIC
THESIS TYPING
DisertatIons
Reports
Master’s
Marianne Tarnberg, 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371 0395, San Jose
Rates arranged
Artosts’ model
Artists, students, groups. Photo
graphers Legit Phone Alice 287 1625
CUSTOM TAPING -Quality work 4 8. 8
Reasonable
Track Cassette Reel,
Prices, Fast Service Open Evenings
’Til B pm RECORDS UNLIMITED,
179 5 First
Term papers, thesis, etc
TYPING
Pica type Experienced & reasonable
Will edit 294 3772
STUDENT TYPING in my home Fast.
accurate, minor editing Mrs Baxter
phone 244 6581
Learn How to
FUTURE CPA’s
prepare for the CPA Exam Becker
CPA Review Course Call Collect 14151
701 4395 or 1408/ 251 8446.
Need a babysitter in the SJS area?
Call 292-0304 Good references avail,
able
Typing done by executive secretary.
Fast, accurate, reasonable 244 9285

PERSONAIS

Summer Rates now available, for 28.3
bedrrn Opts, air concl, turn, call now,
275 1974 695 5 11th St.

Custom design in cost gold
Jewelry
and silver. One of a kind wedding
bands 8. other things. Geo. Larimore
Old Town (in the back) 354 8504.

Large clean modern Apts. Free Park
ing 2 blks from SJS. Low Summer
rates 180 For a 1 bdrm turn Call now
and reserve for summer or fall 297
1930
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB
Previously ATO House. Now Coed
Jr’S to Grad Students 526 Share, 533
single weekly
Includes Continental
Breakfast, Dinner, maid Ser. En
closest courtyard, color TV, Parking
Phone 293 7371
TOWNHOUSE: 23 girls
needed to
share w one other summer & or fall
turn 2 bdrrns, ’1 blk from SJS Call
287 7071. Summer 5140 Frill 1700

Townhouse. 2 bedroom 5175, I bed
room S100 446 5 11th Street. Ph 2967143
Now taking applicantions for summer
8.1011 for huge 1 born,
bath AEK
Summer rates $105 Call 795-8354
BIG. OLD house near campus. We 3
people need anOther roommate. Own
turn room 552 50 mo 286 0341
Room on suburban home Kitchen pr.
vilages 575 a month plus 4 hours yard
work per week References 264 9889
Eves
I 2 upper div, girls to share unusual 3
bdrm apt in house (top floor) turn
summer $47. Fall 5415 own bdrm
Phone 798 6728 Terri or Sue
Female roommate needed to share 1
bdrm lyre apt at Valley West 595 P
my Contact Marlene at 287-0497.
Female roommatNI wanted for sum
met’ & Fall Share 2 bdrm apt. with 2
girls Grad preferred. Call Pam 294
6922

Until national and international pre.
ludices are effaced in the reality of
spiritual brotherhood, true progress,
PrOSPerity and lasting happiness will
not be attained by man Behe’i Writings 248 5640
_
TYPING. (my home) 779 Bird Ave. 2
minutes from campus 75 cents per
page. double spacel Call Mrs. Lupo.
293-051.1.
RESTRICTED 5
DAY
DAYTIME
PARKING OFF STREET, PAVED &
MARKED IN &OUT PRIVIlege S7.50
PER
MONTH
V F W
PARKING
AREA. 430 SOUTH Ath ST PHONE
2950648 OR 3188916 FOR I NFORMA
TION
Driver to go back EAST via Denver,
III, & Ohio June I IS. Min luggage.
Automatic VW. Call 292 1108 After Sot
744 5100 at noon
JACKIE
FREE
DERMACULTURE
U S
TREATMENTS 25 year old
patented facial therapy process for
problem skin, pimples, Acne, wrinkles.
call 867 1010 in Saratoga
FRIDAY FLICK "Butch Cassidy & the
s.noenre Kid." 5,7 301 10 PM Morris
Dailey Aud
NEED RIDER
to go back
East
through Missouri, Illinois, to Indiana
after finals Call Craig at 292 0445.
NEED RIDE TO NEW YORK alter
June 5 Prefer leisurely trip
Will
share driving & cop Call Barbara
after 6 2750150
IRANSPOR1AlION

5269 L.A. to EUROPE 6 16 to 9 15 8. 6-30
to 9-3 Large savings on cars & Charter
flights to Israel, Greece & most other
countries. Dr French 12131 277 5200 C
0 Sierra Travel of Beverly Hills 9875
Santa Monica Blvd

room available in house from June to
Sept 550 or less Lg sunny room. Nice
house, warm people 295 9490

TO PLACE

Grad Stud, noseds cheap living
arrangement beginning summer Will
consider Apt manager job, roommate
or commune, studious Atmosphere
essential 253 9479 btwn 1 & 5

YOUR AD

Furnished 3 room apt. Cheerful &
Clean Want quiet married couple 2
blks to SJS. Call at 406 So 1’ h Street.

IN THE

STUDIO APT. on 15th St Mg includes
water and garbage
Summer only
AEK Call 275 8563 after 6 pm Mon
Thurs
Extra large 2 bdrm
per RIO 643 So 8th

SPARTAN

apt Modern $160
794 4749

DAILY

FRIDAY FLICK "Butch CaSSicly 8. the
Sundance Kid," 5,7 301 10 PM Morris
Dailey Aud
Femle Roommate needed to share
hOlItie for summer Low rent Call anytime 2949641

Phone

MALE
Single Room, LivIno Room.
Kitchen Pro available
June 1St.
Clean man only 115 S 14th St San
JOSe 286 2701

294-6414,

Summer Rates, 2 Bedroom furnished
S110 for? women or couple 415 So 5th
292 3095

Ext. 2465

ARTISTS-Need studio space? Barn
for rent
Los Gatos
Room for I to 3
people Quiet, private 354 9064 Call by
Satur

No refunds on cancelled ads Print your ad Herr

One day

11flostoteenfeoti (If
Cermet*, (2)
Ire Sele (3)

RENT A TV OR STEREO No Dep011it,
Call
Free Deliver?, Free Service
Esche’s 251 2598

Permanent Hair Removal. Face and
Body. Darlene M. Miller. RE 247 No.
Third, San Jose 295 0995

(Count approximately 39

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
fl
0

EXPER, FAST, ACCURATE TYPING
EDiTiNG EX ENGLISH TEACH
ER, IBM ELEC TYPEWRITER,
MARY BRY NE R COLE 2446441 After
530

HOUSE TO SHARE with two present
girls Will accomodate three more
Pr P vate bedrooms 300 block on 5 11th
St Phone 295 2660

CLASSIFIED RATES
nirnurn
linag liyys
One dam

n

U9t arrepl load 5/amp5

HOUSES. Women for summer and
next school terms Will accomodate
groups of 4 and 6 Call at 40650 11th
St

RELIEF MANAGER: Min 535 per
weekend Supervise 6 mentally re
Girded adults for 4th? shift Call 297
6157 Mrs Marge Roberts for details

3 lists
4 lines

VITAMINS & MINERALS
ORGANIC PRODUCE & GRAINS

287-5410

1970 Hodaka 100. Full street legal
Only ridden 850 miles Like new For a
good buy and bargain at $275 call 264
2049

are

4fflon41.

Jose.
140USE.4 Bedroom with fireplace
Near campus on So. 17th St. 5250 per
month Ph 2935450

that

Itipirrhar,

FANTASTIC 2 & 3 bdrm. apts. for rent
fOr Summer & fall. Quality turn AEK,
WW Carpet, pool. rec room By far the
nicest apts in school area. Reserve
now! Call 787 7590 470 So 11th St San

SURVEYOR’S Transit and Tripod,
degree of angle indicator, orig. $250,
now 575 293 4583

Parts New, Rebuilt of
VW Repair
Save 5 on Labor & Parts
Used
Herbert 87 Goodyear SJ 292 3780

.ran...* high.

Carlvle’s

for

.35S 41is

Good
recent

VW 69 Delux Camper, New AM FM,
Etnt. Tires. Bike rack etc 53745 356
2367

for their
Diamond
Rings
because:
Okay

(;uusinp,

196/ AUSTIN AMERICA Yellow Aspd
Clean inside and out Call Tuesday
Sunday 243 6585 Ask for Dave 5700
Firm

FOR SALE St Pontiac. cony 389 20
auto trans. radio, heater, good tires all
power. S175 PH 226 5874

r-

.

HONDA 250 Scrambler, needs some
work looks great Call Dave. 265 9224
Will accept anything over 5200

Reliable.
62 Valiant
BrakeS, new battery,
S275. 786 4734

’71"

FANTASTIC 21 3 bdrm, apt. for rent
for summer & fall. Quality fury AEK,
WW Carpet, pool, rec. room. By far the
nicest Opts in school area. Reserve
now’
Call
287 7590.
470
So 11th St San JOSe.

DIVING
RIFLE
etc SIIS
Consider
5475

oar person
9:00-"ZERO,

APT FOR RENT
Modern Corn,
across trom SJS 230 E San Salvador
Summer rate 3110.

PORSCHE
1965 356C,
Excellent
condition. Best Offer Phone 353 2097
after 6 p m

SPRITE. 1964. Clean, good condition
Best offer Phone 286 0407

TRUM

Houses Wornen for Summer 8. next
school term Will accomodate groups
or 4.6, and, Call at 406 So 11th

BIKE. 10 speed mens, 27" English
breed new. will sell for 570 Save $25
Call Cathy 298 0738 after 5

1968 Austin Mini Cooper, excellent,
24,000 miles, beautiful body
Stored
end interior Extras Time 748.9633

SPEC-

ROOMS, Men Cheerful, airy, wall to
wall carpet Furnace heat Quiet 406
So 11th St

1960 Rambler American, new battery
new paint. 3 new fires, radio, looks
great 1250 298 0436 ask Or Bill

1964 MG 1100 Sedan. Runs good $450 or
best offer Call 8670500

8:00 -ED ROSE SHOW

SUMMER RENTAL
Girls
Large
double rooms w kitchen privileges.
TV, Piano. Study rooms, 1 block from
campus 145 per month 794 150I

63 VW Van i 65 1500 engine 600 best
offer Karin 423 9178 Santa Cruz

TRIUMPH 64 TR4 rebuilt engine Ney.
clutch, lire& brake& Shocks, new top
Asking 51U75 Dale 298 3738

come to
Carlyle
Jewelers

FONDLE AND FROLIC ON flowing
Hod $2095 buys you a King Size undu
iating arnobea Aqua Snooze Water
beds 1415 The Alameda 7863544

STUDENT HOUSING for summer and
next fall, low summer rates. Studios
opts I. 2 bdrm opts and 2 tog beIrm
homes 287 4900

SUMMER RATES AVAILABLE, Now
678 So 10th St 292 6723 Furn

61 Austin Healy, runs good. asking 5550
or best Offer, contact this number at
anytime, 287 5169

SHOW

-PISCEAN WATERBEDS 1850 W San Carlos (just West of the
Gap) Twin
520. King Queen
524.
Safety liner $7 Frames: 114. Heated
King complete w frame $99. 10 Yr.
guarantee on all beds 291 1455 Come
in and see our right on products Ask
about our NRO policy 294 1455

Single, double rooms,
IVY HALL
across from administration building
available for summer (summer rates)
Excellent kitchen & community room
laciiities, Call 292 8177 or 253 11/34

WEDDING GOWN. Cost 5195 Sell 550,
Nylon Organza & Lace
Size II 12
Detach Train
A Line
Empire
Welcome to try on 286 4849

63 FORD F.250,
Ton Pick up, cmpr
shell, 4 wtt dr, 4 so, rblt. 12,000 rni
51000 286 0406

NEWS

THE LIVING BED The original and
Only guaranteed HEATED waterbed
By Innerspace Environments Don’t
be misled by Cold beds Try our warm
king or queen kit Guar 10 yrs With
Bag, safety liner heater & auto con
trol See at 1424 Searcy Or SJ nr. Al
rnaden Copy 265 5485 or in Okl 743
0360

0

& Board tor girl over It
a companion to individual
difficulty Near campus
298 2308

Girls
Bdrm mod furn Apt for
summer Pool 2 blk SJS 5125 rhth Also
share same Apt now own mm 560 CYV
1333

1970 Honda CB 350 with under 3200
miles Large luggage rack, Colors.
red & white with chrome fenders 1450
Evenings
or best offer Call 327 5737
Palo Alto

KSJS LOG
COLLEGE UNION NIGHT
90.7 FM

ECOLOGY MINDED PEOPLE will be
glad to know that BASIC H., a biode
gradable phosphate and ultrate tree
household cleaner is available to them
by calling their shaklee distributor at
752 4286

Apts Inc Rent. Summer Rates on 1 17
bedroom turnished 625 5 10th St No
6 Phone 2800026 in the eveningS

in it brown Case
Call 292 0445

MOVING, must sell couch and match
ing chair 545 Two stuff chairs in gOOd
condition
make offer 292 5172

65 VW camper, Excellent condition,
rebuilt engine $1000 Call 326 8327 or
297 9957 Ask for Dave

69 FORD LTD Brougham, full power,
every imaginable Option.
ImmaC
cOnditiOn Car must be seen to apprec
its value 3,2850 Call 286 2882

GUIDE

7000

XEROX

Ministry of Transport: Foreign car
repair Competitive rates, excellent
work 701 Lincoln Ave 293 0601

Exc.

GOOD BUY. King size mattress Box
Springs& Frame 5250 value for 5500 or
best offer Call 734 4831

NIKON CAMERA NEW SACRIFICE
7565061

PORCHE 61 911T 12,000 rni AM FM 5
speed, forest green mint condition
take over lease or $5200 356 9316 Or
241 5776

Free Room
years old as
with speech
Call Robert

WATERBEDS. From 150. All sizes
incl Round & 749 Jumbo Sexually
benefic
Alive, Moving a, you, enhancing your energies. Healthy, float
ing freely w perfect back support so
you can sleep well
YIN
YANG
WATERBEDS alt be seen at 201 Del
mas Ave I mi from SJS on Park Ave.
Will trade waterbed foe"? PhOne
anytime E1116 1263

Are you interested in earning $1000,
52000. or more and still have time to
spend the summer at the beach? Call
Sydney Schurnaker at 371 2797

6:55-ENTERTAINMENT

FREE COPIES4‘

REDUCTION

Christ, 7:30 p.m., C.U. Ballroom. Benefit folk-soul concert, featuring the Danny Bells, Marj Snyder, and
Mustard Seed. Tickets $1.50.
Beta Alpha PSI, 7:30 p.m.,
Del Vecchio’s, 1547 Meridian
Ave. The guest speaker is
Dr. Robert Wasley, national
secretary-treasurer of Beta
Alpha PSI.
FMA iFinancial Management Association), 7:30
p.m., Blum’s, Town and
Country Village. David
Mead on investment as an
art form.
TOMORROW
Friday Flicks, 5, 7:30 and
10 p.m.. Morris Dailey Auditorium. "Butch Cassidy and
the Sundance Kid."

Sis

HOUSING

USED BIKES WANTED. 3, 5 or 10
speed Must be in good Condition Call
797 9135

Wanted for teachers aides in Sunny
vale Juniors. Seniors interested in
elementary teaching careers
Meet
May 75. 3 00 ED 100

Parakeet LOSTLt Blue, very lame &
friendly If found please leave rnes
sage at 469 E San Carlos REWARD
Lost wire rim 91
also(al 3 weeks ago

Ion 2 roommates needed June AUguSt
Roy. Lana, Opts sauna pool. $62 or
1.15 per rno Call Mark 751 1171 otter 4
PM
WANTED,
FEMALE
ROOMMATE
Own room in larger ed house 550 per
month Call 293 2657

lull ASS 10980

62 VW custom camper, trailer sink
Pump & butane tanks stove, closet,
ample storage space, foam cushions,
roof platform Split ft seals Part,
honed from rear w sliding door, fully
insulated & paneled Fact rebuilt 40
hp eng 25.000 mi new battery, new
trans 6.000 mi Best offer over 5975
Call 294 6717 alter 5 30 PM

62 Pontiac Catalina VS,
Power
Steering and brakes, 2 new tires, new
battery. 377 4009 after 6 PM

AUTOMOTIVI ill

EUROPE

67 GTO E cond Gold Black vinyl lop
auto trans power steering & brakes
11350 787 3481 rim 1007A ask for Jim

FRIDAY FLICK ’Butch Cassidy 8. the
Sundance 0,0," 5,7 306 10 PM Morris
Dailey Aud

Like
to
be
in
a
Psychology
Experiment? No fuss, muss Or electric
shocks Come Friday, May 14, to CH
232 II. 12, 1 or 2 PM.

GALS STUDENTS.. F uti Of part lime
name* positions open in several dePH.
Renewals Order enc..
phone sales
& verification Salary 298 4479

letters and

spaces for each line)

P(inl

For,

MalrPss

Inclosed Ii

City
Prisons!. (7)
Stream II)
Tresperlittee (IP)

Phone

SIND CHECK, MONEY NKR, OR CM TO. SPARTAN DAILY
SAN IOSE STATE C01.1.1:1, Calif.
t5114
PlOaSe allow Iwo days otter placong ad for It to

CIA111111121

appear

Dees
$

